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B u i l d  a  p r e m i u m  a n d  p r o f i t a b l e  b u s i n e s s
d o i n g  w h a t  y o u  k n o w  a n d  l o v e



But the value of your gifts and expertise are constantly challenged with what

seems impossible - building a premium and profitable business that is

infused with everything that makes you unique.  

Your gifts and calling is not a coincidence. You were CHOSEN for this and

believe wholeheartedly that living a purpose-driven and faith-filled life and

getting paid to do what you love is what you desire most.  

You hear different messages that make you think you have to choose

between what others believe to be the source of success, abundance, and

purpose or follow the empty-hearted success strategies that still leave you

wanting for more in your business.  

I'M HERE TO TELL YOU... 

There is provision for your purpose and your bottom line doesn't have

to suffer to make it a reality. 

Your purpose, expertise, and powerful message IS NEEDED. While all that

you do the transform the lives and businesses of others cannot be

contained in one single service, strategically crafting and positioning a one-

of-a kind signature service that is sustainable and scalable will quickly allow

you to build a profitable and purpose-driven business all by JUST BEING

YOU!
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YOU HAVE A CALLING 
A PURPOSE 
AND A PASSION



I'M HERE TO HELP YOU MAKE
BEING YOU PROFITABLE! 

I totally get it that showing up,

being whom God has called you to

be, and sharing your gifts and

expertise with others without

feeling awkward, guilty, or even a

bit timid can be challenging.  

MY TRUTH 

I WAS SCARED OF MY POWERFUL PURPOSE AND UNDERVALUED

EVERYTHING I DID IN MY BUSINESS, INCLUDING MYSELF! 

I MADE LESS THAN $1000 A MONTH!  

Years later, I finally got tired of the hope and hustle and decided my

challenge would no longer be a challenge.  I quit playing small and seeing

myself and my value as small.  Over time I created a framework that

positioned me to consistently uplevel my business and scale my profits

without sacrificing who I was, my message, or my value.  

And if you've ever felt like you were meant for more, but couldn't find any

good examples of what that could actually look like for a woman of faith,

with values an purpose, then I've got you covered! 

This guide will walk you through the steps on how to leverage your purpose

into a premium and profitable business so that you can confidently and

profitably do what you love without burnout, guilt, and fear.  
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DISCOVER YOUR DNA - PURPOSE, GIFTS, &
EXPERTISE 
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You have a unique set of DNA that makes you unlike any other. 

These are the inherent and learned abilities that naturally equip you

to do what you are good at.  

Discovering your DNA comes more from doing than thinking, so

reflect on what you have already done that you enjoyed, could do

repeatedly, and feel called to do at this moment in your life.  

Take note of what you are naturally good at and have the
intellectual capacity to do.  
What problems do you enjoy solving?  

What things fuel your internal passion and push you to take action

(even if you haven't yet, what would you do?)  

What do people know you for?   

What do you excel in? 

Envision what you see yourself doing 3 to 5 years from now without

inhibition. What would that be? Dream and note your possibilities. 



THE MESSY MULTI-PASSIONATE MIDDLE
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YOU ARE 

Multi-Passionate 
| 

Multi-Talented 
| 

Super-Smart 

Oh! I 
co

uld
 d

o

th
is!

I'm really good

at...

Maybe I'll try...

WHAT SHOULD I BE DOING?



CLARITY - UNLOCK YOUR CORE DNA 
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Your DNA is THE CORE of your business - everything you do in your

business and how you do it.  

Your core is the differentiating factor that sets you and your business

apart from others.  

Your CORE makes you connectable and sellable. 

What is your CORE and how does it help others? 

GIFTS

EXPERTISE

CORE

PASSION



KNOW YOUR DREAM CLIENT PERSONA
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Know your dream client from the inside out and always be

learning more about your DCP on the regular basis.   

The deeper you go into your dream client persona, the better

you will be able to attract, serve, convert them to buyers with

ease and confidence.  

Deep Dive into your Dream Client Persona. These are a few ways

you can do deep dives: 

Polls 

Surveys 

Targeted social media posts 

Virtual Coffee Chats 

Get a clear vision and understanding of your dream client's NOW

and FUTURE wants and emotions.  Write it down and keep it

visible when creating content or conducting income producing

activities.  



FIND THE VOID & NICHE IT DOWN
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Now that you know your CORE, leverage it.   

Don't believe that the market is saturated.  If you believe there is

no space for you, you'll never discover the space.  There are many

untapped voids. One of those voids belongs to YOU.   

FIND THE VOID 

Leverage networking groups online and offline 

Listen and ask questions  

Take inventory of pain points that align to your CORE 

NICHE IT DOWN 
This is the first and major decision you have to make about your

business.  So don't skip this step!  Your niche is the combination

of your expertise, gifts, and knowledge you have that people need

which is also unique enough to charge premium prices for.   

Niching down is what most business owners fear to do, but

avoiding this step is where money is left on the table and makes

selling a premium service very difficult.  



PREMIUM SIGNATURE SERVICE 
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Rule #1: Keep the number of service offerings you have in your

business to a minimum order to decrease your ideal client's

decision making time.  Recommended: 2-3 

Create a Core Signature Service  
Your FOCUS should be on your premium signature service where

your clients get the highest and best ROI. Leveraging your Core

DNA, create a premium service that wow's your clients and delivers

results.   

Focus on delivering quality not quantity to create a premium client

experience.   

Clearly define the results your clients can expect to have and

determine the appropriate the length of time your client need to get

their results.  

1:1



MINDSET, MESSAGING, & MARKETING 
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This requires major alignment in order to expertly and confidently

craft and sell your premium level service leveraging your CORE. 

 Mindset, messaging and marketing all work together to (1) to let

your audience know you have a solution that serves them at the

higher level they desire to see themselves (2) to let your ideal

clients know why they NEED to work with YOU RIGHT AWAY and (3)
set you apart from the masses that makes you a premium magnet

for clients that don't want to work with the average coach,

strategist, or consultant.  

MINDSET 

This is FOUNDATIONAL AND A NON-DAG-GONE-NEGOTIABLE for
your business.   
Implement the necessary mindset work YOU need in order to grow,

scale, and sustain your business. This will look different for

everyone, but no one can afford to not do it, and if you have not

given this intangible part of your business the attention it needs, it's

time to drill down into this area.  

Challenges, setbacks, and failures are inevitable so you need to

develop a bullet-proof mindset that can withstand the elements of

running a business.  
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MESSAGING 
Be clear and very specific in your message; not clever and catchy. 

Clarity always wins over catchy.  

Foot stump your message like you're trying to create an (wo)man-

made earthquake.  Your prospects and clients need to hear your

message over and over again so that you can be the first one that

comes to mind when they think about the support they need for

their business.  

Your mindset will help to unlock your powerful and most authentic

and magnetic message.   

Infuse your CORE into your message so that each time you

promote your business, your magnet is always there attracting the

right clients and repelling the wrong clients.  

Speak to your client's emotions and desires. DO NOT shove your

program down their throat! Speak to them from their needs and

desires and how your service gives them the opportunity to create

and experience what they desire for themselves.  

MARKETING 

You don't have to be an expert marketing strategist to know how to

market your business, but you have to be willing to get a little

uncomfortable at times to see what strikes gold for you.  

Marketing is not complicated, you just need a solid consistent and

repeatable strategy that works. 



PRICING
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DO NOT UNDERVALUE YOURSELF AND DO  NOT INTERNALIZE
EVERYONE'S MONEY STORY.  

Set an annual income goal and work backward to determine

the number of clients you need every month to hit your goal.   

Determine the number of clients you need every month to hit

your income goal 

Know your capacity to serve the number of clients you need to

meet your income goals. 

Find alignment between your pricing and your mindset so that

you can confidently create "opportunities" to market and sell

without feeling fraudy, inauthentic, or awkward.  

Determine your price based on value, not on the number of

calls or hourly rates.  



GENERATING LEADS & SALES 
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You have to believe in what you sell and fully understand your

client's desires to get them to say "Yes!" to working with you.  

THE "ROAD TO YES" 

CREATE A CONTENT FUNNEL THAT LEADS TO YOUR PREMIUM
SERVICE. 

OPT-IN CORE 
SERVICE ------------- -------------

GO FOR THE ASK! 
Leverage your engaged audience (this can be from your email list or

those who comment on your target posts or videos) and invite them to

speak with you on the phone. 
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CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE YOUR FREE STRATEGY SESSION

 Next Step...

I want to help you unlock your Core DNA that
will make you irresistible and your prime you

for your most purposeful and profitable
business.  

xo, Breshana

http://www.breshanamiller.com/free-call

